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IF SCOTLAND was Uerra ignota' to Henry VIII, then so too was the North of England.'
tJnlike his father Henry VII and the 'saddle kings' of the middle ages, Henry acceded
to a stable throne, and so the need to go on progress to the far-flung corners of the
realm and establish the Crown's authority was considerably diminished. Indeed the
stability of the Tudor regime has been partly attributed to the round of progresses
Henry VII embarked upon after his victory at Bosworth in 1485. The King visited
York in both 1486 and 1487, and his success in rallying the region is shown in that
toward the end of his reign he travelled less far afield.^ Under Henry VIII the royal
progress was increasingly confined to the Home Counties and the summer months, its
main function being to provide for the King's pleasure, whilst the political significance of the progress gradually diminished. Against this background, Henry's
progress to the North of England in 1541 represented a radical departure from the
established routines of the Henrician Court. Travelling much further and for much
longer than ever before, to a part of the realm he had never previously visited, and
all this shortly after celebrating his fiftieth birthday, Henry's four month-long trek to
the North was obviously undertaken for compelling reasons. Moreover, the progress
northwards differed from the normal Henrician progress in that it was heavily
militarized. Henry travelled with an armed retinue of four to five thousand horse
and 'resembled an army of occupation more than the suite of a royal progress'.^
* John Ramsdale wrote a University of Central Lancashire undergraduate dissertation (submitted in 1999) on the
1541 progress which he began to work into a paper during his teacher-training year. After he secured a teaching post
he passed his notes and drafts over to Richard Hoyle (who had supervised the dissertation) with an invitation to
bring the paper to fruition. Richard Hoyle has added further material, extended the account into 1542 and prepared
the paper for publication. We are grateful to Dr G. W. Bernard for his comments on a draft of the paper.
Most of the records cited in this paper are in Letters and Papers of the Reign of Henry VIII [hereafter LP]. Many
are also published in full transcript in either State Papers during the reign of Henry VHI, 11 vols (1830-52) [hereafter
5/. P.\ or The Hamilton Papers, ed. J. Bain, 2 vols (1890-92) [hereafter Hamilton Papers].
' This suitably apt phrase comes from J. J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII (196S), p. 438.
2 N.Samman,'The progresses of Henry Vlir, in The Reign of'Henry K///,ed. D. MacCulloch(1995),p. 59;H.M.
Jewell, 'The royal visit: reigning kings in Yorkshire, 900-1550', Medieval Yorkshire, 22 (1993), 13.
' LP, XVI, nos. 868, 941; Scarisbrick, Henry VHI, pp. 427-28.
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Significant local figures were instructed not to travel to meet him, but to remain in
their districts ready to suppress trouble."* There may have been a hope that Henry
would meet James V of Scotland at York; the progress may therefore have had the air
of an international summit between monarchs. The meeting of the two monarchs
never took place; indeed, uncle and nephew were never to meet. So to describe the
King's journey north in 1541 as a 'progress' is perhaps a misnomer; it bore a resemblance to a military expedition and, unlike a normal progress, had an international
dimension. As if to emphasize the magnitude of Henry's decision to venture north,
Helen M. Jewell notes that this was the last visit to Yorkshire ever made by a Tudor
monarch.^
In fact, a comparison of the projected and actual itinerary shows that the progress
intended was very different from that undertaken.* In the 'gest' the King was to spend
about three weeks in Yorkshire before returning through the East Midlands where he
would be welcomed at Nottingham, Leicester, Nuneaton, Coventry, and Warwick and
rest at Kenilworth. In the event, he was seven weeks in Yorkshire and then returned
directly through Lincolnshire and Northampton, arriving at Hampton Court a week
later than originally intended. York was reached on the 18 September rather than
25 August as arranged, and during his extended stay in Yorkshire he moved between
the late Earl of Northumberland's houses at Wressle and Leconfield and paid two
unscheduled visits to Hull.
So what prompted Henry to embark upon such a potentially hazardous journey?
And why did it change so much? Until recently the literature on the 1541 progress,
what little there is, offered an almost unanimous reply. J. J. Scarisbrick expressed the
accepted view most succinctly when he observed that
it was probably in order to settle domestic upsets before embarking on military adventure that
Henry decided to visit this disturbed county at last and bring his healing hand to its sores. It
was certainly a desire to fasten a back-door before leaving for foreign parts that explains why
this journey acquired an additional purpose, namely, a meeting with James V of Scotland at
York.'
The need to 'appease the northerners' as R. B. Smith put it; to 'overawe' the North as
suggested by Anthony Fletcher and Diarmaid MacCulloch, would account for the
colossal retinue which accompanied the King.^ Besides allaying his own fears, Henry
wished to reassert his authority in this distant outpost of the realm by demonstrating
both his 'power and his mercy'.' Elaborating upon Scarisbrick's second point, David
M. Head argues that through a meeting with his nephew James V, Henry hoped
'the Auld Alliance would be sundered by bringing James into the political and
religious camp, foiling the military threat from the north should continental war
resume'.'" Henry had good reason to dislike the Auld Alliance between France and
•* LP, XVI, no. 1130; 'Letters of the Cliffords, Lords Clifford and Earls of Cumberland, t.l500-t.l565', ed. R. W.
Hoyle, Camden Miscellany, xxxi, Camden 4th series, 44 (1992), 65.
' Jewell, Medieval Yorkshire, 22, 13.
' See the Appendix.
' Scarisbrick, Henry VIII, p. 427.
« R. B. Smith, Land and Polities in the Reign of Henry VIII: the West Riding of Yorkshire. 1530-1546 (Oxford,
1969), p. 210; A. Fletcher and D. MacCulloch, Tudor Rebellions, 4th edn (1997), p. 39.
' D. M. Palliser, Tudor York (Oxford, 1979), p. 50.
'° D. M. Head, 'Henry VIII's Scottish policy: a reassessment', Scotish Historical Review, LXI (1982), 15-16.
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Scotland. No sooner had the English King begun his campaign in France in 1513 than
the Scots under James IV mounted a counter-attack from the North, forcing Henry to
fight a war on two fronts. Although the Scots were defeated at Flodden, Henry was
keen to prevent a similar situation occurring again.
All this seems straightforward enough, but the more of recent writing one reads the
less certain it is that anyone knows quite what happened in 1541. Elizabeth A. Bonner
has turned the Scarisbrick/Head argument on its head, arguing that:
The proposed meeting between Henry VIII and James V in 1541 ... was not so much (as
Scarisbrick argues) that Henry wanted 'to fasten the back door before leaving for foreign
parts', rather it seems to have been to provoke a state of war between England and Scotland
whereby Francis I, under the terms of the Auld Alliance, might be persuaded or feel obliged to
come to the aid of Scotland. This would create for the impatient Henry a legitimate reason to
declare war on France: a 'reverse-Flodden' ... ."
According to this view, the militaristic appearance of the royal retinue was primarily
intended to provoke the Scots into war rather than 'strike fear into the hearts of the
querulous northerners'.'^ Bonner's argument is supported by David Potter. He notes
that Henry was 'militarily prepared ... for ... a reconnaissance in force' and that the
'general aim seems to have been to provoke the Scots in order to derail French
plans'.'^ So Henry did not genuinely expect to meet James at York, he merely hoped
that by insisting upon a conference James would be forced to break with England and
declare war. Then, having defeated the Scots, Henry would turn his attention
and resources to achieving some 'notable enterprise' in France.''' Merriman sees the
meeting at York as unproblematic: 'On 30 July 1541 Henry set forth to York for a
meeting with his nephew. After a leisurely progress, the king arrived on 18 September,
waited for a little over a week and departed, apparently snubbed.' And later, 'Henry
naturally was genuinely angered by his nephew's sudden refusal to meet him at York
in September 1541'.'^ Amongst recent historians writing from a Scottish perspective,
Margaret H. B. Sanderson has suggested that the progress to York was part of an
attempt to win the co-operation of James V. Sir Ralph Sadler — Henry's expert on
Scotland — was sent to Scotland to persuade James to come to York. James failed to
appear."^ More recently the late Jamie Cameron suggested that when James's councillor Bellenden travelled to meet Henry VIII at Northampton in July, 'the proposal was
put to him [by Henry] that James and Henry should meet. James never actually
accepted the invitation, but Henry appears to have assumed that he would, as a
matter of course'.'' Jenny Wormald has recently written that Henry VIII was
sufficiently committed to meeting James that he 'heave[d] himself up to York'. 'James
committed the supreme insult; he failed to turn up.''*
" E. A. Bonner, T h e Genesis of Henry VIII's "Rough Wooing" of the Scots', Northern History, xxxiii (1997), 42.
Whilst acknowledging that this article covers similar ground to ours, we differ at many points from Bonner.
Scarisbrick, Henry VIII, p. 428.
D. Potter, 'Foreign Policy', in MacCulloch, Reign of Henry VIII, p. 107.
Head, SHR, LXI, 3 ^ .
M. Merriman, The Rough Wooings. Mary Queen ofSeots, 1542-1551 (East Linton, 2000), pp. 59, 61.
Margaret H. B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland. David Beaton, c. 7494-/546 (Edinburgh, 1986), p. 150.
J. Cameron, James V. The personal rule. 1528-1542 (East Linton, 1998), p. 290.
J. Wormald, 'Thorns in the Flesh: English kings and uncooperative Scottish rulers, 1460-1549', in Authority and
Consent in Tudor England, ed. G. W. Bernard and S. J. Gunn (Aldershot, 2002), p. 73.
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The need for clarification has been demonstrated. It remains unclear as to whether
a meeting between Henry and James was actually arranged before Henry left for
York and whether the initiative came from the English or the Scots. Scarisbrick refers
to the conference 'now planned with James at York', but fails to say when or how this
arrangement was made between the two Kings." Head speaks of Henry receiving
encouragement from James to the idea of a meeting in 1540, but notes that Henry
only 'hoped to meet with James at York', suggesting no definite agreement was
made.^° Confusingly, Bonner overlooks the events of 1540 but talks of James giving a
'dubious consent' to a meeting in 1541, something Head fails to mention. Yet like
Head, Bonner does not make it clear if this consent was to a specific engagement to
confer with Henry at York.^' Pursuing such a minor detail may seem pedantic, yet
answering this question becomes crucial to an understanding of the 154i progress. It
is taken for granted by Scarisbrick, Head, Bonner, and Merriman that James failed to
honour an undertaking to meet Henry at York and humiliated him in the process, but
to have done so, James must have agreed to attend the conference: equally, he must
have had good reasons to insult his uncle in so pubhc a fashion.
It is these conflicting interpretations and unanswered questions surrounding the
1541 progress that have prompted the following article. After examining Henry VIIl's
relationship with both the North of England and Scotland over a seven-year period
prior to 1541, focusing upon the previous plans for a northern progress and the
repeated negotiations with James V for a conference at York, this paper will attempt
to establish Henry's motives for going north in 1541, explain why James was expected
in York in September, why he failed to appear, and how this debacle contributed to
the drift to war over the following year.

I
Though Henry VIIl's progress to Yorkshire in 1541 was unprecedented, such a
venture had been contemplated by the King several times before. Dickens has traced
the proposal for a northern progress back to 1537.^^ Bonner, who emphasizes the
Anglo-Scottish perspective, goes back even further. She states that the idea of a
conference at York with Henry's nephew James V, 'was not new but resurrected
Thomas Cromwell's attempts to arrange a meeting between the two monarchs in
1536'." Yet it appears Bonner does not go back far enough. Head points out that
'in March 1535, Henry sent James the Garter and proposed a meeting to cement
Anglo-Scottish amity'.^^
An examination of the extant correspondence between England and Scotland
shows that neither Bonner nor Head has precisely located the origins of the idea for a
meeting in the North between Henry and James. In October 1534, Henry sent two of
his council, William Barlow and Thomas Holcroft, on an embassy to Edinburgh to
" Scarisbrick, Henry VIII, p. 427.
2° Head,SHR,LXi, 15-16.
2' Bonner, NH, xxxill, 42.
2^ A. G. Dickens, 'The Yorkshire submissions to Henry VIII, 1541', English Historical Review, LIII (1938), 267.
23 Bonner, NH, xxxiii, 36-37.
" Head, S//R,Lxi, 12-13.
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press the King of Scotland to attend an interview with his uncle." Henry hoped to
intervene to prevent James — who had just entered into his personal rule — from
marrying Madelaine, the daughter of Erancis I, as agreed in the 1517 Treaty of
Rouen.^' But Henry's task was a difficult one. The instructions James gave to the
Duke of Albany on his embassy to Erance in 1530 illustrate James's fervent wish to
imitate his father, James IV, and state his preference for a Erench marriage above all
other." Erancis shared James's enthusiasm for the marriage and a subsequent
strengthening of the Eranco-Scottish alliance. Nevertheless, Henry did not give up.
On the departure of his ambassadors from Edinburgh in December 1534, Henry's
sister and James's mother. Queen Margaret, wrote to Henry telling him.
We have consyderyt and avysytly weyit everry poynt of ye credence schawin be yam unto Ws
in Zour Grace naym; and conform to ye sam has don so consernyng ye metying betuix Zour
Grace and our derrest son zour nephow, yat zour dyssyris is completly grantyt be our derrest
son . . . .
It appears from a later comment in the same letter that no formal arrangements were
made, Margaret noting 'yat our derrest son zour nevoy has and doyis refar botht ye
place and ye tym to be prefext and set be Zow'.^^ Stili, after Lord William Howard
had delivered James the Garter in Eebruary 1535 and repeated the proposal, nothing
more was heard until December of that year. On 6 December, James told Henry he
had received his ambassadors, 'And forder anent our metyng proponit be your saidis
ambassatouris, we lik it hertlie weil'. Again, no formal arrangements for the meeting
were made, James asking Henry to tell him, 'secretlie and sone the causis, place and
tym, and in quhat sort?'.^' Howard and Barlow returned to Scotland in Eebruary
1536. They appear to have been initially successful in securing a meeting of the
monarchs. James told Henry on 1 March 1536 that the proposals for the meeting were
'plesend and acceptabil as ony erdlie thing may be'.^° A week later Margaret
confirmed this to Henry's chief minister, Thomas Cromwell, stating, 'Now finalye is
appointit the place and Mydsomer nixt the tyme'.^'
James had agreed to meet Henry at York, but between 8 and 16 March he changed
his mind, seeking instead a meeting at Newcastle at Michaelmas. The reason for this
sudden change of heart is revealed by Margaret in a letter sent hurriedly to Henry on
16 March. In it she says James had 'gottyne counsell, as I trast, of ye kyrk men' who
'dyssyr ye metying place to be at Newcastell'. Proof this was a second answer different
from the first is later provided when Margaret notes that James was to send Sir Adam
Otterburn with 'ye ansor agan'.^^ Upon hearing James had changed his mind Howard
was clearly exasperated. Having failed in his mission, on 25 April, when he asked
Cromwell to hasten his departure from the Scottish Court, Howard lamented, 'What
shold a man doo ther, wher ys nother trouthe nor faythe?'."
" St. P.,\, 10-11.
^' The Letters of James V, ed. D. Hay (Edinburgh, 1954), pp. 170-72.
" Ibid., p. 171.
2» LP, VII, no. 1529 (pr. St. P., v, 11).
^' Hamilton Papers, i, no. 23.
™ Ibid, no. 28.
" Ibid, no. 30: for the location, St. P., v, 42.
32 LP, X, no. 483 (pr. St. P., v, 38-39). For the change of mind, see also LP, x, nos. 728-29 (pr. St. P., v, 39^2).
35 LP, X, no. 729 (pr. St. P., v, 42).
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James clearly did give his consent in March 1536, albeit reluctantly, to a meeting
with Henry at York later that year. It was his council who later refused to give theirs'
and suggested a meeting at Newcastle, a locale which Howard thought impracticable.
In reply Henry simply restated his original position saying,
in cace ye will condescende to have the said entrevieu at oure citie of York, the place most
indifferent for the travail of both parties, and befor agreed upon, 14 days before Michelmas
next cummyng. We shal ... prepare ourself for that purpose. And, if soo be, that Ye shall
not certainly resolve according to this overture ... we ... desire and pray youe frankely and
playnly to intymate the same unto us by your letters, to thintent we may ... directe our affaires
otherwise ....'"
Henry's failure to block the marriage of his nephew to Madelaine and the ensuing
reaffirmation of the Auld Alliance was made plain in September, when James sailed
to France for the wedding in Paris.'^ So the plan for a northern progress was shelved
for another year. However, when the idea was revived in 1537, Henry had far more
urgent reasons to visit the North of England.
On 1 October 1536, there began in Lincolnshire a series of rebellions which quickly
spread through the North of England and which became collectively known as the
Pilgrimage of Grace. The scale of the risings and the strategies employed by the King,
Norfolk, and the northern gentry to neutralize the movement have been discussed
elsewhere.^* The defeat of the rebels was in fact largely secured by promises which
were never honoured, one being Henry's pledge to hold a parliament in the North
which he and his Queen would attend. This was confirmed to Robert Aske and Sir
Oswold Wilstrop whilst they both were at the Court over Christmas. Though Aske
believed the King, others in the North remained dubious. This scepticism soon turned
to frustration, culminating in further rebellions in the East Riding and the north-west.
The northern rebels forfeited any concessions they had previously won, giving Henry
the perfect excuse to withdraw his promise of a parliament at York."
The Pilgrimage defeated, Norfolk remained in the North to round up and try
the main offenders. However, the Duke felt something extra was required to settle
this troubled region, and in a letter sent to Henry on 12 April 1537 he expressed his
opinion that a progress into the North would be advantageous. If Henry spent six
or eight days in York, he would establish the loyalty of the North parts for ever.^^
Norfolk's comments are particularly revealing as they show the immense utility of the
royal progress. That the 'mere sight' of Henry could achieve far more than all the
Duke's efforts seems more than sycophancy on the part of a councillor. Norfolk is
clearly alluding to the enormous political symbolism of such a gesture, and the benefit
this could bring to the government of the North.
However, equally interesting in Norfolk's letter is the reference to the imminent
return of James from France. Since September 1536 James had 'spent seven months in
France, feasting with Francis's Court and, as the English feared, plotting against
LP, X, no. 809 (pr. St. P., v, 44-45).
Head, 5 / / « , LXi, 12-13.
R. W. Hoyle, The Pilgrimage of Grace and the Politics of the 1530s (Oxford, 2001).
Ibid., p. 364 and ch. 13, passim.
Z-P, xii(i), no. 918.
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Henry VIII'.^' This explains Norfolk's obvious concern to secure the allegiance of
Henry's northern subjects with a royal progress. As the best defence against a feared
Scots invasion, any disloyalty amongst them simply magnified the threat such an
invasion posed. Certainly, Norfolk's fears were not lost on Henry. Only in the
previous December Henry had himself alluded to this potential danger when he gave
a general pardon to the rebels, telling them their
manyfest and open rebellyon ... was like to have ensuyd the utter ruyne and destruccion of
those whole countreys to the great comfort and avauncement of youre auncyent ennemyes the
Scottes, which as his Highnes is credibly enfourmed do with a great redynes watche uppon the
same.'"'
Henry's acknowledgement of the expediency of a royal visit to the North of England
is evident in his reply to Norfolk on 2 May 1537, wherein he announced
to thestablishment of the quiet of our realme ... We purpose to directe our progresse for this
yere to our Citie of Yorke, and at our cummying in to those parties ... to give our generall
pardon to all suche personnes ... for their offences commytted.'"
But while Henry recognized the utility of a royal progress to the North, it appears the
King felt a further incentive was needed to make such an arduous journey worthwhile. This would explain Henry's decision to send one of his gentlemen of the privy
chamber, Ralph Sadler, on a diplomatic mission to the Court of James V.''^ Amongst
the exhaustive list of directions issued by Henry in May, Sadler was instructed to tell
James he would
not onely ... sende unto the King his nephew, secretly, some good honest and true lerned men
to enfourme Him thereof ... but also, in his own Majesties person, take payne to approche
nerer those parties in some commodious place, and take a tyme, with his own mowth and very
wourde, to declare Himself ... if His Grace, receaving good and sufficient hostages (if nede
were, or if He mistrusted any thing), wold vouclisafe to mete and assemble, in any
commodiouse part northwarde, with his Majestie.
He goes on to say,
the costes and chardges were not greate for bothe parties, intending His Majestie, as He is
advised, for this somer to take his progresse northward, and his good nephew, not farr distaunt
from the same, might take his progresse thiderward.
Yet Henry was to anticipate James's response to his offer in these same instructions.
In a blatant attempt to injure the Scottish King's pride and so gain a favourable reply,
Sadler was to conclude the proposal for a meeting by saying he would nonetheless
leave the decision up to James's discretion, 'perceaving that, by the meanes of the
clergie, by all likelihode He shall be (as He was sometyme afore) dissuaded of the
same, and persuaded to the contrary'."^ Confirmation of Sadler's failure to secure
James's consent to an interview is found in a letter Henry wrote to his sister Margaret
on 10 June. The negotiations were 'nowe by his [James's] meanes again dissolved'.""^
" Head,5//R, LXI, 13.
'"' A. G. Dickens, 'Royal pardons for the Pilgrimage of Grace', Yorkshire Archaeological Journal, xxxill (1934),
406.
"' LP, XII (i), no. 1118 (pr. St. P.,\, 547).
"2 For Sadler, see A. J. Slavin, Politics and Profit. A study of Sir Ralph Sadler. 1507-1547 {\966).
" LP, XII (i), no. 1313 (pr. St. P., v, 81-89).
*• Hamilton Papers, I, no. 43.
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Almost immediately Henry called off the progress. Only two days after the letter to
Margaret had noted the failure of Sadler's mission, Norfolk was told by Henry,
'We have, for sundry skylles, thought it more convenyent to protract and differre our
journey in to those parties, tyll an other yere, then to perfourme it, according to
our fourmer determination."*'
The reasons Henry gave for cancelling the progress fall under four heads. The first
was the arrival of a nobleman who had come from Charles V with proposals 'for the
publike weale and benefite of all Christendom';"' the second the Queen's pregnancy,
the third suspicions of French and Imperial armies near Calais, and the fourth that
it was too late in the year to organize a progress. Instead, he proposed to travel
north the following year and visit not just York but also Hull, Carlisle, Newcastle,
Durham, and Berwick and to 'peruse our frontieres'."*^ Nonetheless, the way his
reasons have been interpreted by historians warrants closer attention. To Margaret
and Ruth Dodds, 'the real motive for the delay ... was the King's physical condition
... his legs were worse'.''^ However, their opinion is based upon an uncritical reading
of Henry's own reasons and is easily overturned by Scarisbrick. He observes that
Henry's leg could not have been bad, after all, 'the king went on a lengthy progress in
the south soon afterwards'. Seeing no other possible explanation, Scarisbrick is forced
to conclude Henry 'shirked his visit to the north out of cowardice'. Thus it appears
a major factor in the King's decision not to go north has been overlooked simply
because it is not mentioned by Henry himself. Had James agreed to the meeting
Henry had been trying to arrange for the last three years, then it is almost certain that
Henry would have gone on progress to the North of England in 1537, the Queen's
pregnancy notwithstanding.'"
Cowed into silence, it appeared that the North was tamed. Yet new problems arose
in relations with Scotland and, in 1541, the northern parts of the kingdom again came
to cause concern. With the Scots now patently enmeshed in the Auld Alliance, Henry
had no choice except to offer friendship to his nephew, though he still hoped to
persuade James of the benefits of his ecclesiastical policies. But James's loyalty rested
firmly with Francis, and when Madelaine died in July 1537 another French bride was
immediately sought. James charged David Beaton, Archbishop of St Andrews, with
the task, and whilst in France Beaton was made a cardinal and was exhorted to turn
Scotland against England.'"
The Scottish threat to England was compounded by the truce of 1538 between
Charles V and Francis, making the possibility of a triple-headed offensive against
England frighteningly real." The Border with Scotland was now considered a weak
spot in England's defences by the Privy Council. In March and April 1539 the Duke
« LP, XII (ii), no. 77 (pr. St. P., i, 551)
"' Cromwell noted that two ambassadors had arrived in a letter to Norfolk on 22 May. LP, xii (i), no. 1257.
"' LP, XII (ii), no. 77 (pr. St. P.,\, 551-54).
"* M. H. and R. Dodds, The Pilgrimage of Grace 1536-1537 and the Exeter Conspiracy 1538, 2 vols (1915), ii,
259-60.
^ Scarisbrick, Henry VIII, p. 346. Edward was born on 11 October, which implies that the Queen would have been
left in the south, or would have been travelling whilst heavily pregnant, involving the possibility of her confinement
at York itself.
* Head, S//«, LXI, 13-15.
" Ibid., p. 14.
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of Norfolk made a 'thorough survey' of the fortifications at both Carlisle and
Berwick." However, Norfolk's suggestions for the improvement of the northern
fortresses were not implemented immediately and by the following year the danger
had receded. The fragile truce between Charles and Francis collapsed, and Henry now
looked to drive a wedge between France and Scotland, thereby sundering the Auld
Alliance 'by bringing James into the English religious and political camp [and] foiling
the military threat from the North should continental war resume'." So in February
1540, a recently knighted Sir Ralph Sadler was again sent to Edinburgh in a further
attempt to win round Henry's wayward nephew. The instructions given to Sadler
contained familiar themes; he was to expose 'the crafty and untrue dealings' of Cardinal Beaton, remind James of the danger in 'making himself another man's [Francis's]
instrument', and politely admonish James for failing to reform the Church in
Scotland.^" Importantly, Sadler was again told to propose a conference between
the two monarchs. After delivering the contents of his commission, Sadler was to
suggest that for 'the help and sooner setting forth whereof, his majesty thinketh such
a meeting, as in a manner was almost at a point between them, should greatly help
and further'." Indeed, in his conversation with James, Sadler echoed the language
used in these instructions saying,
And, Sir... the king's majesty, your uncle, willed me to say unto you, that, for the better and
sooner attaining to some good effect in those things, such a meeting, as was once almost at a
point between you, should greatly avail to the setting forth of all good purposes betwixt you.""
Yet despite this evidence, Head argues that 'Sadler, perhaps in desperation, improved
on his instructions by suggesting that James and Henry could better their understanding through a personal meeting'." Head's error is attributable to the source he has
relied upon. Head has examined the condensed version of Henry's instructions to
Sadler, contained within Letters and Papers, rather than the full transcript provided
by Clifford in The State Papers and Letters of Sir Ralph Sadler. Letters and Papers
omits the paragraph in which the instruction to propose a meeting is contained.'^
Henry's belief that James would be more responsive this time around was no doubt
encouraged by a report he received on 26 January 1540 from the Warden of the East
March, Sir William Eure. During a conversation with a Scottish councillor called
Thomas Bellenden, Eure was told
that the King of Scottes Hym self, with all his temporall Counsaile, was gretely geven to the
reformation of the mysdemeanours of busshops, religious personnes, and priestes, within
the realme ... .^'
Hearing this, Henry may have felt that if Sadler could just manage to speak to James
alone, and beyond the earshot of Beaton, then he would perhaps receive a more
" M. Merriman and J. Summerson, 'The Scottish Border', in The King's Works, ed. H. M. Colvin, 6 vols
(1963-82), IV (ii), 667.
" Head, S//«, LXl, 15.
" The State Papers and Letters of Sir Ralph Sadler, ed. A. Clifford, 2 vols (Edinburgh, 1809), 1,3-13.
« Ibid, 10.
» Ibid., 36.
" Head, 5//«, LXi, 15.
'* Compare the transcript in LP, xv, no. 248 with that in Sadler State Papers, I, 3-13.
" Bellenden was Justice Clerk. Eure though that he was sympathetic towards the Reformation in England which
may have made him more acceptable to Henry as an ambassador. LP, xv, no. 114 (pr. 5;. P., v, 170).
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favourable reply. Certainly this would account for Henry's concern that the contents
of Sadler's commission would only be disclosed by James to 'one or two of his ...
council ... and that the cardinal be none of them, nor any other which be more
affectionate to him than reason would percase require'.*"
But Henry's hope of bringing James into the English religious and political camp
was to be firmly dashed. The embassy in Eebruary 1540 was an unmitigated disaster.
James responded fiercely to Sadler's denunciations of Beaton, and seemed totally
averse to reform of the Church in Scotland.*' Similarly, Henry's request of an interview with his nephew fell, albeit lightly, on stony ground. After being asked by Sadler
whether he would be willing to confer in person with Henry, James replied.
By my truth ... I would be glad to see the king, mine uncle, but I would wish that the French
king might be at it, that we three might meet and join together in one.
Eramed in the delicate language of diplomacy, James gave Henry an unequivocal
message. Scotland was firmly committed to the Auld Alliance with Erance, and
this precluded any possibility of a bilateral meeting between himself and his uncle.
This was not lost on Sadler. Having heard James's reply, Sadler remarked upon the
obvious impracticabilities of a three-way conference.
[T]o say my opinion, I cannot see how such a meeting could be brought to pass betwixt you all
three ... without a great, painful, and dangerous journey, to two or one of you at the least."
Clearly, James had evaded Henry's request in a polite and tactful manner, and
Sadler's responses indicate he fully understood this. Henry could not have been
encouraged by what he heard. But Head interprets this somewhat differently. He
argues that Sadler left Edinburgh in Eebruary 1540
with the impression that the king of Scots supported the proposal for a meeting ... thus
[Henry] was led to misread James' attitude and, in insisting upon a meeting on terms that
James could not accept, did much to drive England and Scotland to war two years later."
It seems Head has allowed hindsight to cloud his interpretation of Henry's response.
Confronted by the events of September 1541 and unable to explain why Henry was
convinced James wouid appear at York, Head simply assumes Henry must have
received encouragement from the 1540 embassy, despite this conclusion standing
in contradiction to the available evidence. Indeed, it is arguable that after the 1540
embassy Henry was forced to realize the six years spent gently wooing his nephew had
failed utterly. If Scottish neutrality could not be secured through moderate diplomacy
then other methods would have to be found.
Having argued that Henry was resigned to the task of settling Anglo-Scottish
affairs by means other than gentle diplomacy, it seems very odd that Henry would
send Sadler back to Edinburgh in 1541. However, according to Bonner, 'This time it
was to detach James from the Pope and catholic clergy' and 'to press upon James the
propriety of a personal meeting to which the Scottish king gave a dubious consent'.**
<» Sadler State Papers, I, 5.
" Ibid, pp. 17-45; cf. Slavin, Politics and Profit, pp. 67-93.
'^ Sadler State Papers, \, il.
" Head, SHR, LXi, 15.
" Bonner, NH, xxxiii, 42.
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The sudden change in attitudes of both Henry and James is puzzhng and, if correct,
would serve to justify the currently pervasive view that Henry was misled into believing his nephew would appear at York later that year. But it is highly unlikely
that Sadler went to Scotland in 1541. During the first six months of 1541 he was only
away from the royal Court for brief periods, and certainly not long enough to have
travelled up to Edinburgh." Bonner's error is attributable to Clifford, who wrongly
thought the instructions given to Sadler in 1539 were given in 1541. Subsequently, this
error has been rectified by both the editors of the State Papers and Letters and
Papers.^
The distraction of domestic affairs in 1540 meant Henry had little time to reflect on
the disastrous embassy to Scotland in February. The loss of his chief minister
Cromwell and a divorce from Anne of Cleves were followed by marriage to Catherine
Howard, and the correspondence between the English and Scottish courts at this time
refers only to Border matters."^' However, by the end of 1540 events on the Continent
would soon bring Scotland back into Henry's mind. Relations between the Hapsburg
Empire and France had reached a low ebb and Henry, spying the opportunity
for another French campaign, decided that upon a renewed European war he would
enter on the side of the Emperor Charles V.*"^ Almost immediately Henry set about
preparing England for war. Having already carried through extensive improvements
to Calais and the south-coast fortresses, English attention was now directed toward
the border with Scotland. In November 1540 Haschenperg, the engineer overseeing
the works at Calais, was recalled to London, and by February 1541 he was accompanying the Duke of Norfolk to Berwick to complete those 'certain fortifications' previously recommended by Norfolk.*' November 1540 also saw the ordering home of the
Bishop of Carlisle by the Privy Council, charged with the role of paymaster for the
improvements to the fortifications there.™ In the first half of 1541 there were extensive
building works in train at both Berwick and Carlisle." Such activity was greeted with
suspicion in France and Scotland. The dispatches to France from Marillac show
his preoccupation with learning Henry's intentions. Whilst on one occasion he offers
the cautious assessment that the English were striving to 'assure their own states and
not to seek others', the French ambassador later warned that 'whether for offence
or defence, the English are thinking of war'.'^ Similarly, Norfolk's presence on the
border with Scotland and the sudden growth of interest in its defensive arrangements
did not go unnoticed by the Scots.
" Sadler regularly attended Privy Council meetings throughout the first six months of 1541, see Sir N. H. Nicolas,
Proceedings and Ordinances of the Privy Council of England, 1386-J542 [hereafter POPQ, 1 vols (1834-37), Vll,
passim.
" Sadler State Papers, i, vii-ix. The editors of both St. P. and LP have dated the instructions to Sadler to May
1537. See St. P., v, 81; LP, xii (i), no. 1313. Slavin, following LP, xiv (i), no. 771 (2), places them in 1539. Slavin,
Politics and Profit, p. 80, n. 3, and p. 84, n. 5. G. M. Bell, A handlist of British diplomatic representatives, 1509-1688
(1990) does not notice a 1541 embassy to Scotland.
" See Hamilton Papers, I, 58-60, passim.
™ Head, S//«, LXi, 15.
' ' Merriman and Summerson, in Colvin, King's Works, iv (ii), 667-68.
™ M. R. McCarthy, H. R. T. Summerson, and R. G. Annis, Carlisle Castle: A survey and documentary history
(1990), p. 171.
" Between May and July 1541 Carlisle received £3000, Berwick £2000 in June. See McCarthy et al, Carlisle Castle,
p. 172; Merriman and Summerson, in Colvin, King's Works, iv (ii), 637.
" t P , XVI, nos 763, 770.
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Meanwhile, Henry's plans — whatever they were — were temporarily jeopardized
by reports arriving from Yorkshire in March 1541. A 'Catholic' conspiracy, apparently designed to seize Pontefract Castle and begin a civil war with Scottish aid,
had been uncovered. Successfully suppressed by the King's Council in the North,
the 'Wakefield Plot' has been admirably described elsewhere. Despite these events
demonstrating the 'utility ... of the King's newly reconstituted northern council', and
having 'failed to accomplish any reversal of the royal policy', several historians have
argued that alongside a recent spate of Scottish Border raids the plot caused Henry
serious concern." Determined to take 'immediate action', in April 1541 Henry
announced his intention to visit the North of England.''*
It can be said with confidence that Henry set out for the North without any
arrangement to meet James V. The evidence for such a statement is several and negative but compelling. First, nowhere in the correspondence of the French Ambassador,
Marillac, from the early summer of 1541, is there any mention of such a meeting.
When he refers to the forthcoming progress (as in a letters of 22 and 29 May and
30 June), it is justified by the King visiting fortifications and restoring order after
the Yorkshire conspiracies. The first time Marillac refers to the possibility of an international summit is in his letter of 23 August (sent a week later) when he sceptically
reports rumours that James would be waiting for Henry at York." Secondly, there is
no indication that any of the necessary paperwork — safe conducts and the like —
had been prepared in advance, and thirdly, there is equally no sign that the logistics
of having a second royal Court at York had been considered. Fourthly, as will
appear, when James offered to come to York, the progress had to be rescheduled to
accommodate him. In short, there is no evidence for Scarisbrick's assertion that a
meeting with the King of Scots was arranged before Henry's departure for York.'*
So if Henry had no arrangement to meet James V, why did he travel northwards in
1541? Several reasons can be suggested. There was the need to fly the flag after the
discovery of the Wakefield plot certainly, but there was also the unfinished business of
1537. Henry elected to take formal submissions of the Lincolnshire and Yorkshire
gentry and clergy on his entry into those counties. Whilst the ceremonies included a
ritual submission on humiliating terms and the payment of fines, they were also acts
of reconciliation which signified the King's forgiveness and wiping out of an unfortunate moment in recent history.'''' Once this had been done, the progresses were not
unsociable occasions: Marillac comments on how the King invited the gentry to hunt
with him. Henry was also taking the opportunity on his return from York to meet his
people in such towns as Nottingham and Coventry, places which he had not visited
since 1511. Yet we may wonder if these reasons, even when taken together, are a
sufficient explanation of something really very unusual.
" A. G. Dickens, Reformation Studies (1982), p. 19. Besides Dickens, Scarisbrick, and Fletcher and McCulloch
also take this view.
" Calendar of State Papers Spanish, VI (i), no. 156.
« LP, XVI, nos 852, 868, 1089-90, 1130.
" Scarisbrick, Henry VIII, p. 427.
" Dickens, EHR, LIII, 267-75; Hoyle, Pilgimage of Grace, pp. 1-2.
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II
The progress came in a year which saw a deliberately contrived deterioration in
Anglo-Scottish relations. It was clearly an irritation to Henry VIII that his own
nephew (and nearest legitimate male relative) was so firmly in the French camp. It
was an additional irritation that James was firmly Roman Catholic and unwilling to
have any truck with his uncle's ideas for Church reform.'^ But there was a further
piece of grit in the relationship. James (and Scotland) were harbouring a number
of exiles from England. Some were ex-religious: others were men wanted for their role
in the Pilgrimage of Grace (including William Leach of Horncastle and his brother).
Dr Hilliard, Bishop Tunstall's secretary who fled into Scotland after refusing the oath
of supremacy, remained a refugee there.'' As a Catholic nation, Scotland had every
reason to wish to show solidarity with persecuted Catholics from the south. Equally,
their extradition may have been more than James could secure although Henry VIII
held that James could not refuse his request under the terms of the Anglo-Scottish
treaty of 1534. There was correspondence between the two monarchs about the
exiles through the first months of 1541.^° When Sir James Campbell passed through
England at the end of 1540 on an embassy to the Emperor, he lodged a request that
the English should extradite certain Scots rebels in England. Writing on 4 February
1541, Henry VIII undertook to search for them but also sent northwards his own list
of men to be apprehended by James and delivered to the Henry's wardens of the
marches.^' Norfolk, when on the Borders late in February, also sent James a list of
wanted men.*^ James maintained in March that he did not knowingly harbour
Henry's opponents and thanked Henry for his own activity in securing the punishment of Scots exiles in England. James promised to apprehend the exiles sought by
Henry but objected that he could not repatriate priests from Scotland.^^ Henry wrote
again at the end of April expressing dissatisfaction with James's inability to extradite
the men he sought, accused James of being a prisoner of his ecclesiastical estate and
gave him a lecture on the privileges of the Church under the temporal power.^"* James
replied on 19 May arguing that that 'gif we mycht of conscience have handillit or
deliverit ye saidis kirkmen and preistis, we wald have glaidlie done the samyn at zoure
desire and plesure' holding that he could 'nicht apoun oure conscience alter nor
change' the constitution of the Church.*^ This issue reappeared in early September
1541. In a letter drafted by Wriothesley on behalf of the Privy Council and perhaps
addressed to Bellenden, Wriothesley pointed out that Norfolk's request that the Scots
should hand over the English exiles had not been satisfied:
™ James was said to have burnt one of his uncles's 'heretical letters'. Cameron, James V, p. 289.
™ For Leach's role in the Pilgrimage, Hoyle, Pilgrimage of Grace, pp. 124-34. In November 1542 he and another
man called Priestman murdered an English pursuivant in Scotland provoking a major diplomatic incident. LP, xvii,
nos 1138, 1140 (2), 1151 and other references.
'° See also the summary of this correspondence in LP, xvii, no. 61.
" LP, XVI, no. 511 (pr. St. P., v, 185-86).
»2 LP, XVI, nos 499, 613 (pr Si. P., v, 186-87).
*' LP, XVI, nos 612 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 66-68), 613 (pr. St. P., v, 186-87).
'* LP, XVI, no. 766 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 68-70).
*' LP, XVI, no. 840 (pr. St. P., v, 188-90).
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His Highnes [Henry] toke this matier sumwhat unkindly, for that the personnes demaunded be
suche arrant traitours to his personne and to his hole realme as his Grace thinkethe his good
nephieu shuld the rather have graunted his request therin thoughe the treaties had skant
required the same.**
A decision was taken in the spring of 1541 to express English irritation over James'
harbouring the exiles by inciting trouble on the Borders. A strategy was decided at a
Privy Council meeting held at about the beginning of May. Sir Thomas Wharton
returned to Carlisle from this meeting with instructions to place the West Marches on
a war footing, to incite disorder, and to withdraw co-operation from his Scottish
counterpart. Lord Maxwell. His letter to the Council describing how he put these
instructions into effect reveals how the Council had sought to wind up tensions in the
Marches.*' Wharton had written to the Earl of Cumberland (still titular Warden) and
Lord Scrope to know where he could find them. He then warned the gentlemen of
Westmorland to be ready to mobilize at an hour's warning and had given similar (but
discrete) warning to the gentlemen of Cumberland. He had briefed Lord Clifford at
Brougham and, at the King's instigation, had called meetings with Sir William
Musgrave, John Heron and a number of Border figures. Wharton had also sent his
spies into Scotland to gauge the temperature there. Finally, he agreed to meet his
counterpart. Lord Maxwell, on 24 May. On 20 May, letters were sent to the Earls
of Cumberland and Westmorland by the Council telling them to put in readiness
arrangements devised by the Duke of Norfolk earlier in the year. Exactly what these
were is never revealed, but Lord Neville was later sent home to stand in for his father
who had gout. On 28 June, Westmorland was told to be prepared to go to the defence
of Berwick if the Scots made a sudden attack.** At about the same time Sir William
Eure was told to take an interest in Scots grazing on the English side of the Border: on
30 June, having viewed the boundary, he wrote letters to both James V and Andrew
Kerr of Fernyhurst, James's Warden of the Middle Marches, asking for the practice
to stop.*' But Wharton also reported his spy's opinion that James V was not
interested in aggressive war, 'but lewythe in feyr to defend his awn' [country].'"
By July the Scots had their own agenda of complaints against their southern
neighbours and were probably aware that some, at least, of the Border and other
incidents were designed to place them under pressure. Bellenden came to Northampton to raise the matter of two Scots merchants, arrested and detained in England:
but he also came to complain about Sir Thomas Wharton's conduct on the Borders.
At the end of May a party of the Border Grahams had entered Scotland and slain
three men at Kirkpatrick. Wharton refused to hand over the guilty men to Scots
justice. In June four Scottish refugees resident with the Grahams slew a man in
Lochmaben parish. Scots fugitives were alleged to be helping English thieves raid
into the Scottish West Marches. When the Scottish Warden, Lord Maxwell, asked
Wharton for redress, Wharton 'askis at me deliveranace of certane gray friars, uther
doctouris and religious men, quhilikis he allegis his soverane lordis rebellis and ressett
"•
*'
««
"
*

Cal. State Papers Scotland, 1509-89, p. 40 (no. 25) (pr. St. P., v, 190-92).
For what follows see LP, xvi, no. 832 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 71-74).
P O P C v i i , 192, 195,206.
LP, XVI, no. 990 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 80-83).
LP, XVI, no. 832 (pr. Hamilton Papers, i, 71-74).
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wythin the reaulme of Scotland'." There can be no doubt that when Wharton
connected Maxwell's complaint about the Grahams' murders with the King's
complaints over the Scots harbouring his enemies, he was working from a script given
him at Greenwich. When Bellenden tried to draw a distinction between Border
murderers and the religious exiles, he was lectured about his error. '^
James was still complaining about these incidents when new Scottish ambassadors
were received in London in January 1542. But by this time relations had worsened.
James's subjects in Liddesdale took matters into their own hands (or so it was said)
and on 20 September entered England for revenge.'^ Whilst James claimed that he
had intended to punish his subjects for their invasion of England, Wharton raided
Scotland at the end of the month and similar disturbances were provoked in the Scots'
Middle Marches.'"* As the Scots ambassadors were empowered to say, relations had
been good after the 1534 treaty until Sir Thomas Wharton ceased to offer redress for
crimes committed by the English.'^ There seems to be no doubt that these Border
troubles were orchestrated to achieve the larger objective of pressuring James into
expelling some of the English fugitives living in Scotland.
Now it may be argued that the reason for the mobilization of the Borders was to
prevent any Scottish raiding into England when Henry was in the North. One piece of
information which might support this conclusion is that the gentry at Carlisle were
told to stand down on 3 September when it was believed James V was coming to meet
Henry at York."" Yet if the King's safety whilst in the North was a matter of concern,
why was Wharton sent to inflame matters in the late spring? The decision to relax
arrangements in Cumberland must imply that the disturbances were intended to
continue for so long as James seemed unwilling to negotiate over the refugees.
Certainly, the progress cannot be disconnected from developments on the Borders
which in turn relate to Henry's grievance against James. Was one of the purpose of
the progress therefore to rally the Yorkshire gentry in anticipation of a war against
Scotland?

Ill
It was against this background that Henry began his progress from the Palace of
Westminster on Thursday 30 June, and it was announced he would not return to
London until the end of October.'' (For Henry's itinerary in 1541, see the Appendix.)
The Privy Council divided into two halves, those remaining in London to govern in
the King's absence, and those who travelled with the King. The retinue included the
bulk of the household staff and officials, and a huge contingent of courtiers. After
visiting several royal houses to the north of London Henry arrived at his manor of
"
«
"
«
«
"
"

LP, XVI, no. 1034 (pr. Hamilton Papers, \, 83-85).
Z./',xvi, no. 1034(1-2).
LP, XVI, no. 1203 (pr. Hamillon Papers, I, 100-03).
LP, XVI, nos 1264, 1270, 1279 (pr. Hamillon Papers, I, 108-13); 1412 (3) (pr. 5/. P., v, 195-98).
LP, XVI, no. 1412 (1-3) ((3) printed Si. P, v, 195-98).
/'OPC, VII, 239.
t P , XVI, no. 941.
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Ampthill on 8 July. The next day James V dispatched Thomas Bellenden to meet
The Scots were desperate to learn of Henry's intentions toward them as he made his
way northward. Sir William Eure reported on 12 July that'... the Scottes is in a grete
fere bicause of your majesties comyng downe to Yorke ... the spiritualitie and the
grete lordes ... is desirous to have werre, but the Kinges grace and his privey
counsaile ... is desirous to have peax'."
The Scots had sound grounds for anxiety. It may be surmized that reports that
Henry was travelling as far as the Border with Scotland were deliberately circulated
by members of the English Council in order to gauge French and Scottish reactions.'°°
The Scots too were preparing for war. Eure reported that
there is comen into Scotlande furthe of Fraunce, one ship whiche hade in her seven hunder
morispykes, and one hundereth hagbusshes with trestilles, one hundereth hand gonnes, and
fifty stand of white harnes.""
Elsewhere the Enghsh had heard reports of mobilization, of'workmen working within
the castell of Eddenburgh making ... gonnes and othir ordynaunces', with a 'myll set
up within the said castell ... that doth make gone powder'.'"^ One of the merchants
whose goods James V was trying to retrieve was importing munitions at James's
request."" The ulterior purpose of Bellenden's mission may have been to establish
whether there was any danger of an attack. At about the same time Cardinal Beaton
was sent to France with instructions to secure guarantees of French military and
financial assistance in the event of an English assault.'""
Whilst the Court was at Grafton, the Scottish ambassador had made his way down
to Northampton, arriving on 20 July.'"^ As we saw, the English raised their grievance
over the refugees but it appears that Bellenden was primarily concerned with the lack
of co-operation the Scots were receiving from Wharton in the West Marches.'"* He
returned to Scotland after 25 July and relayed the answers made to him by Henry
and the Privy Council to James.'"' James took some time in making a reply, but on
21 August he wrote Henry a letter in which he states that the answers given to
Bellenden were to his 'singulare conforte and glaidnes'. However,
becaus of the divers specialiteis of the said credence, that may nochte wele be ansuerit in writ
haistelie without consultatioun and gude avisement... we have thocht expedient to direct sum
of oure counsale heirefter towart you instructit with oure mynde in all behalvis.'"*
'« LP, XVI, no. 983 (pr. St. P., v, 190).
" LP, XVI, no. 990 (5) (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 83).
"" Marillac notes that Henry was intending to go as far as 'Northumberland, to visit his places on the frontier of
Scotland', but the 'gest' published in April (see Appendix) indicates that the progress would reach its most northerly
point at York. Considering the logistical difficulty and sheer impracticability of Henry travelling so far northward,
one suspects Marillac was deliberately misinformed. See LP, xvi, no. 852.
"" LP, XVI, no. 990 (5) (pr. Hamilton Papers, i, 83).
'"2 LP, XVI, no. 946 (pr. Hamilton Papers, l, no. 70).
"» t / ' , x v i i , n o s 993, 1034, 1163.
' " LP, XVII, no. 990 (5) (pr. Hamilton Papers, i, 83).
"" LP, XVI, no. 1034 (2) (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, no. 75).
I""* Ibid.
"" It is possible that Henry subsequently had a meeting with Cardinal Beaton who wrote on 9 August saying that he
was at Stamford and, hearing that the King was nearby, sought an interview. Cal. State Papers Scotland, 1509-89,
p. 38 (no. 8) says he wrote to Cromwell: but the letter is addressed to 'My Lord Privy Seal' (National Archives;
Public Record Office, SP49/5 fol. 26).
'"' LP, XVI, no. 1105 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 97).
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Exactly why James felt the need to send more of his Council to his uncle is unclear;
nevertheless, his letter prompted a swift reply from Henry. Writing on 27 August,
after briefly recapitulating the contents of James's letter, Henry asks:
And as touching your counsailors to whom you referee the further explanation of your mynd
in all behalfes, we shal desir and pray you in cace you entend thaccomplishment of the purpose
opened unto us by the said Mr Ballenden to acceleratt there cummyng, considering our long
demor uppon thexpectacon of resolucon therin, and our distance from the parties where we
accustome most to lyv, with also the tyme of the yere whiche wyll shortly moche empair the
wayes, whiche shuld be moche tedious specyally for the cariage of ladyes and gentlewomen
being here with us ....'"'
This letter implies that Bellenden had made a proposal to Henry at Northampton in
July, which required the assent of both Henry and James. Having made a reply to
Bellenden, Henry now awaited his nephew's answer. Crucially, Henry makes it clear
that his continuing stay in the North of England hinged upon James's reply. Thus
everything rests upon knowing what was passed in conference between Bellenden and
Henry in July besides the Scots' complaints mentioned earlier. Fortunately, an explanation is provided in a letter sent by the Privy Council on progress with the King to
Bellenden, written on the same day as Henry wrote to James. During a conversation
with the bearer of James's letter, a herald called Rosse, two members of the
Privy Council were told of the Scottish King's 'good will and conformite . . . to
thaccomplishment of such thinges as passed in conference between the kinges majestie
[Henry]' and Bellenden. Hearing this, they immediately told Henry.
Wheruppon it hath pleased hym [Henry] to disclose unto us twayne the poyntes of your gentle
and frendly message, with the desyre of the king your master [James] to mete and see his
majestie, and his higiines [Henry's] good answer made unto youe [Bellenden] concernyng the
same.
But the councillors also asked Bellenden why there was a hesitation,
perceyving the good disposicion of bothe prynces, we be moche sory that the matter hath bene
this long protracted, and is now devolved to the treaty of amnbassadours. For we considre that
the kinges highnes your master myght with a gret deale lesse dawnger repayr hither then he
lately went into Fraunce, having no see to passe as he then had, ne goyng to a straunger but to
his natural uncle, who canne not but love and tendre hym."°
Henry's understanding of the situation is conveniently laid out on his letter to Lord
Chancellor Audeley on 29 August.
Lating you wit, that sithens our repair towardes thise parties, ther hathe been made an overture
unto us by oon of the kinges of Scottes most secrete counsailors, sent unto us for that purpose,
for a meting to be had betweene us before our return onto those parties. Wherunto we have
made suche an answer as it is not unlikley but the same may take effecte. Wherfor, considering
that in cace the same shulde succede, it is like that he wol not only desire our saulve conducte
for himself, but also he woU sende befor somme of his noble men or counsailors to conclude
uppon the same . . . .
Audeley was to prepare blank safe conducts for the King and his councillors
with spaces left for their names, the numbers in their retinues, and the dates on which
"« NA: PRO, SP49/5, fols 55'-56' (= LP, xvi, no. 1115).
"" LP, XVI, no. 1116 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 97-98).
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they would be in England.'" Rosse carried the safe conducts back into Scotland,
we must assume, in time for James to reply to a letter of 27 August from Henry on
2 September."^
So, it is clear enough that the idea of a conference was canvassed during the negotiations between Bellenden and Henry VIII in the third week of July. There is no sign
that Bellenden was authorized to make such a proposal but at the end of August
Henry VIII held that the conference had been proposed at Bellenden's initiative.
James himself, in his letter of 21 August, seems to have made no direct reference to
the idea, but spoke of sending councillors to discuss matters further. Henry may have
taken this to mean further negotiations over the conference and said that whilst
he was prepared to wait a little longer in the North, he wanted a firm undertaking
that James would appear. Nonetheless, Henry was sufficiently accepting of Scottish
promises to initiate the necessary legal formalities.
Henry was forced to reschedule the progress to give James time to travel through
the Borders to York. A comparison of the 'gest', the itinerary prepared before the
commencement of the progress, and the King's actual route shows how, from about
18 August, Henry deviated from his published schedule by extending his stay first at
Hatfield (Yorks.) and then Pontefract, then by travelling to Wressle, Leconfield, and
Hull (none of which feature in the gest) before entering York after further unscheduled stays at Leconfield and Wressle. He arrived at York, over three weeks late, on
what should have been his second day in Leicester. He spent nine days in York
against the scheduled six, but then spent a further week in the East Riding and Hull.
It was 5 October when he crossed the Humber into Lincolnshire and even then there
is a continued sense of marking time for he stayed at Thornton Abbey for three days
before the Court set a fast pace through Lincolnshire on 9 October. Henry lingered in
Yorkshire in the knowledge that James was unlikely to arrive. Sir Thomas Wharton
wrote from Carlisle on 2 September stating James and his Queen were
upon Weddynsday, the last daye of August, at Fawkland ... and that there was no liklyhede of
his commyng into Inglond nor preparyng therefore that cuth be perceyved; [and] that the kyng
was promysed to the Cardinall at his passage into Fraunce, that he wolde not go in Inglond to
he had aunswere from hym agayn furthe of Fraunce."-'
On the same day, James wrote another letter to his uncle, answering his of 27 August,
saying that he would send his councillors to him and that the King should not alter
his plans to receive them. The letter offered no reason to believe that James himself
was to be expected."'*
Henry had reached York on 18 September. Writing from there on 16 September,
having gone ahead of the King, Marillac had been able to view the extravagant
preparations being made to receive the King of Scots
who has been, and apparently still is, expected; for this King, who, by the programme of his
journey, should have been already halfway back to London, is furnishing a great lodging of an
old abbey, on which 1,200 or 1,500 workmen are night and day building, painting, etc., and
'"
"2
"'
""

LP, XVI, no. 1125 (pr. St. P., i, 680-81).
LP, XVI, no. 1144.
Ibid., no. 1143 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, pp. 98-99).
LP, XVI, no. 1144 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, pp. 98-99).
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adding tents and pavilions. Besides, he has had brought from London his richest tapestry,
plate, and dress ... with marvellous provision of victuals from all parts."'
Yet James was moving further from York whilst these elaborate and costly preparations were being made."' Moreover, Henry had heard nothing from his nephew since
his letter of 2 September to encourage him into thinking a meeting would take
place.'" Henry left York on 26 September. By the time he left, he knew that the Scots
had launched a major raid into England on 20 September. On receiving a report from
Wharton, he dispatched an angry letter to James: 'which attemptates declare in maner
rather an open hostilie between us, which is greeatly to our mervile thenne any suche
towardnes as you have lately expressed towardes us'. The letter went on to make only
thinly veiled threats of aggression."^ Wharton and Eure were told to victual Carlisle
and Berwick and to retaliate against the Scots as necessary. The same day Eure was
instructed to start clearing the Scots from the English side of the Border.'"

IV
We can now begin to understand how the Scots felt in the summer of 1541. They had
been under diplomatic pressure for some months from Henry to extradite a number
of English exiles resident in Scotland. The Duke of Norfolk had been active in the
Borders in the spring, reviewing fortifications. At about the same time a couple of
Scots merchants were harassed and detained in England: more importantly there was
evidence that Sir Thomas Wharton was allowing the Grahams and others a free rein
to raid into Scotland. When asked to offer redress and maintain order, he had
connected Scots demands to the English request for the extradition of the fugitives.
Sir William Eure was reviewing the eastern Borders, alleging that the Scots were sending their animals over the Border line to graze in England. Perhaps in May, rumours
began to circulate that Henry VIII planned a progress far out of his usual range.
Moreover, this progress was to be accompanied by a substantial body of men:
perhaps not an army but certainly a substantial force. Hence Eure's report on 12 July
or thereabouts that 'the Scots are in great fear because of your majesty's coming to
York' should come as no surprise. It seems hkely that there was a panic. The strategy
which emerged was three-fold. Cardinal Beaton was sent to France to secure Erancis
Fs support in the event of unprovoked war. This Francis willingly gave.'^" Second,
Thomas Bellenden was sent on embassy to Henry to raise a whole variety of matters
but, we may suppose, to gauge the danger of war. Third, we must assume that he was
authorized to offer the possibility of a face-to-face meeting if he believed that it would
clear the air: Beaton, on the other hand, took with him to France assurances from
James that no meeting would take place without Francis's sanction. Wharton heard
this, and his intelligence is confirmed by none other than Beaton himself.'^' Writing to
'"
'"
'"
"«
'"
"0
'2'

/.P, XVI, no. 1183.
Ibid., no. 1143 (pr. Hamilton Papers, [, 99-100).
LP, XVI, no. 1144 (pr. Hamilton Papers, i, 98-99).
LP, XVI, no. 1207 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 104).
LP, XVI, nos 1202 (;pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 103); 1212 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 105-06).
i./', XVI, no. 1178.
Ibid., no. 1143 (pr. Hamilton Papers, i, 99-100).
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James from Paris on 13 September, Beaton told James that Francis 'thankis zour
grace metile yat zour grace wald not condissent to na meting wyt ye kyng of Ingland
quyilli he thinks culd nay be to zour gracis surte nor honor'.'^^ In a letter of the next
day, Beaton told James that Francis called for him and
shew me how he was advertis be his ambassadeur being in Ingland [Marillac] how ye king of
Ingland wes in Zork bidand [waiting] on zour graces cummyne yair, and yat ye Duk of
Nortfolk said to him yat zour grace wald not faill to be yair, quhilli he thot strange. I assurit
his grace in ye contrari and yat yair wes na thing yar of and it was not in ye power of na
leiffand man to caus zour grace do ony thing in yat or any oyr cais by him, and how I had
writtingis of zour grace writin wyt zour awn hand laitlie yat zour grace wald na way meit wyt
hym, howbeit yair wes grete wayis sought by ye king of Ingland to yat effect. And yat ze wald
be as constant to wart him as ony sone he had, qwyarof he was marvellous blyt.'"
At his meeting with Henry, Bellenden's suggestion of a summit was clearly accepted.
The Scots could take it for granted that it would not be a comfortable meeting for
James. As they had already promised the French that it would not happen, we must
assume they believed that a summit in York would spike any campaign Henry was
planning against them. Henry realized this in retrospect. When overtures were made
for a conference of Henry and James to be held in January 1543, Henry read it as a
cynical move to stop him mobilizing.'^''
It is evident from the directly contemporary correspondence that the idea of a
conference in September 1541 came from Bellenden and not Henry. The claim was
also made in January 1542 when Bellenden was again in England on embassy.'^^ And
Henry made the claim in print in November 1542 that
havyng a message sent unto us the yere past from our sayd nephieu [James V] and a promise
made for the repairing of thesayd kyng of Scottes unto us to Yorke, and after great
preparacion on our part made therfore, thesame metyng was not onely disappointed but also at
our beyng at Yorke, in the lieu therof, an invasion [was] made by oure sayd nephieu his subjects
into our realme, declaryng an evident contempt and dispite of us ... .'^^
The projected conference served Scots and not English ends. In February 1540 James
had refused to see his uncle because his obhgations to both France and Rome
precluded him from doing so. In July 1541 he apparently reversed his position but
within a matter of weeks had reverted to his normal stance that he would not meet
Henry without the permission of Francis I. So it would seem that James was guilty of
making a proposal to Henry that he had no intention of fulfilling. For Wharton, the
offer of a meeting had been 'feaned': 'for the grete fere thei were in of the kynges
majesties repare into the northe partes to have maide invasion upon theym'.'"
Henry was placed in the difficult position of having to take seriously a half-baked
and vague proposal: how would it look if the King of Scotland arrived at
York without proper provision having been made for his accommodation and
'^2 British Library, Add. MSS, 19,401, fol. 35 {=LP, xvi, no. 1178).
'^3 Ibid., fol. 37 {=LP, xvi, no. 1182. The reference is to Marillac's letter of 23/30 August, LP, xvi, no. 1130).
' " Below pp. 259-60.
'^= LP, XVII, no. 88 (4) (pr. Si.P., v, 200-02).
"^ 'A declaration concerning the just causes and considerations of this present war with the Scots ...', printed in E.
Hall, Hall's Chronicle containing the history of England.... (1809 edn, repr. 1965), p. 847 (= LP, xvii, no. 1033). The
'invasion' is the Scots raid of 20 September.
' " LP, XVI, no. 1405 (pr. Hamilton Papers, \, 132).
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entertainment? James's offer to meet at York tied Henry to that city when the Scots
feared that he would advance further towards Scotland. Henry's reward was an
impish letter from his nephew sending some falcons for Henry's use whilst he was so
far away from home.'^^ It was not simply that James did not appear, but nor did the
embassy of councillors: it was only at the beginning of December that the embassy set
out, and they had to explain why James had withdrawn from his undertakings.
Even at the point of their departure their strategy had been leaked to Wharton.
They were to say that the churchmen on James's Council had forbidden him to go:
they would add that Francis I had also declined to sanction the meeting.'^' And so it
proved to be. Whilst these justifications might not be so far removed from the truth,
the ambassadors also employed another line of defence. James had been drawn into
the Isles to repress disturbances. Of this, it was acidly commented by Henry that he
had 'not heard by others of any such thing as needed to have stayed him [James] in so
notable and friendly a purpose'.'^" The Earl of Glencairn had been sent with a force
to Kintyre in November, but this was a poor excuse for James to fall back on."' The
ambassadors' main purpose was to complain further of the breakdown of order on
the Borders, especially those under the rule of Sir Thomas Wharton. Not only did
they carry a long list of incidents (and the English compiled a counterlist), they also
accused Wharton of harbouring thieves and traitors. The Scottish envoys wanted
to see order restored: their position was conciliatory rather than aggressive. For this
reason they again proposed a conference of the two monarchs or, as an alternative,
a tripartite meeting of Henry, James and Francis I, 'to treat of a perpetual league
between us three'. Henry accepted the idea of a meeting with James in some location
near the Borders if the arrangements could be made. As for a meeting with Francis as
well, Henry thought he could hardly attend in a location convenient for Henry and
James, and he was reluctant for the two monarchs to travel far afield least disorders
breakout on the Borders. The tone was cordial: but there was no expectation that the
meeting would come to pass.'"
The Scots canvassed the idea of a summit once more. In September 1542 as Henry
mobilized for war, Scottish ambassadors met with English commissioners at York. By
this time hostilities had begun: most significantly Sir Robert Bowes and a number
of other English gentry had been captured at Hadden Rig, near Kelso, whilst raiding
into Scotland on 24 August. For the English, one of the aims of the negotiations was
to secure their repatriation, but the instructions given the English commissioners
permitted them to accept any Scots offer of an interview between the two monarchs,
holding that a face-to-face meeting could resolve matters much more quickly than any
number of meetings between ambassadors. Henry insisted though that any meeting
would take place at a time and place of his choosing and that Scots compliance with
the arrangements must be ensured by the surrender of pledges of noble standing. And
here we can see how the story of the inconclusive arrangements of recent years
rankled with Henry: the commissioners were reminded that promises of meetings
when Howard was ambassador to Scotland and when Bellenden was in England had
'^*
'''
'™
'5'
'^^

LP, XVI, no. 1251. By the time the letter was sent (11 October), the King was returning south.
LP, XVI, no. 1405 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 132-34).
LP, XVII, no. 88 (4) (pr. St. P., v, 201).
Cameron, James V, p. 290.
LP, XVII, no. 88 (4) (pr. St. P., v, 200-02).
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never been honoured. The King would not stand down his preparations for war
unless he was absolutely certain that the meeting would take place. The ambassadors
offered to persuade James to come to England before Christmas 1542 and offered
themselves as pledges: Henry was willing to accept an offer of this sort. The Scots then
offered a meeting at York or Newcastle towards the end of the year which was refused
by the English representatives who insisted on London. Finally, the Scots conceded
that James would go to London after his wife had given birth at Martinmas.'" By 1
October the English were actively making arrangements for such a meeting.'''' When
the Scots met their counterparts again at York on 5 October, they reported that they
were authorized only to agree to a meeting no further south than York and not before
15 January 1543 (although they offered the prospect that James might travel a little
further into England — Huntingdon was mentioned — if Henry insisted). The English
rejected these proposals. The Scots protested that they could secure nothing better:
knowing what their failure meant, they were 'sorowful men'. Indeed, reporting the
failure of negotiations back to London, the English commissioners at York added
that 'sithens this mater can not take effecte as was lokyd for ... we shall assemble with
all diligence your hole armye and set forwardes God willing'.'"

Marcus Merriman has recently written that 'it is still difficult to come to any satisfactory explanation for the brief Anglo-Scottish war of 1542'.'^'' It is possible to state
what the war was not about. There was no aim of establishing a dynastic union of the
Crowns. Until 1541 James had two sons: the succession of the Stuarts seemed assured.
By some misfortune both died within hours on a single day in May. James himself
was still a young man who could expect — with the luck denied his infant sons — to
live well into the third quarter of the century. His death — Cameron suggests from
cholera rather than nervous collapse — was completely unexpected in both Scotland
and England. It was this sudden turn of events which encouraged thoughts of dynastic union and gave the infant Mary a significance which, if her brothers or father had
lived, she would never have possessed.
Of course, there were larger English ambitions. Henry wanted to wean James from
his dependence on his father-in-law, Francis I. James's constant deferring to Francis
in his negotiations over a summit conceded to the French King a virtual veto over
Scottish foreign policy. When the Scots ambassadors met the English commissioners
at York in September, they had instructions to agree to nothing which contradicted
previous agreements with France.'" One obvious reason for Henry seeking the
marriage of Mary Queen of Scots was to nullify the French grip over the Stuarts. He
hoped to sever the Auld Alliance in a direct discussion with his nephew: hence
' " LP, XVII, nos 778, 823, 853 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 190-97, 219-22, 228-31).
"" LP, XVII, no. 886 (pr. Hamilton Papers, i, 243-44).
'« LP, XVII, nos 906 (pr. Hamilton Papers, 1, 249-52), 906 (2) (pr. St. P., v, 198-99), also nos 910-11 (pr. Hamilton
Papers, i, 254-56), 913. One of the Scots ambassadors. Sir James Leirmouth, was so desperate to avoid war that he
rode to Greenwich to try and secure a personal interview with Henry VIII: this was refused. LP, xvii, nos 919,942.
" ' Merriman, Rough fVooings,p.6\.
' " LP, XVII, no. 807 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 205-10).
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the Scots tried to evade this in the 1530s and then reversed their position when they
realized that only a private discussion could clear the air in 1542. Henry may also
have wanted to see James implement a degree of reformation on English lines. We
have long been familiar with the letters of advice that Sadler carried to Scotland
and James's distaste for Henry's cynical analysis of the Church-State relations. In
fact James was doing very well posing as the defender of the Scottish Church whilst
milking it of its wealth: he had no need to dissolve the monasteries. But Henry's hopes
for a Scottish Reformation were tied up with his desire to separate Scotland from
France and to prevent Scotland acting as a bolt-hole for religious and other refugees
from England. Whilst the ambition to neutralize Scotland in the event of an AngloFrench war may well have been a part of Henry's strategic thinking, it was the Scots'
refusal to extradite in line with the English reading of the terms of the 1534 treaty
which led to the decision to let Wharton loose on the Borders in May. This was the
grit in the relationship which led to war by the end of 1542 even if, by then, it was one
amongst several complaints.
Amongst the other complaints against the Scots in Henry VIII's Declaration
was the duplicity and inconsistency of the Scots revealed in the negotiations over
successive abortive conferences. Even this, it might be suggested, was not unrelated
to the Scots' fears of English-inspired Reformation and their general mistrust of a
monstrous man."^ It was however a persisting comment in the English diplomatic
writing about Scotland in these years that James presided over a split Council and
that, in effect, he was not master in his own kingdom. Time after time were are told
that some elements in his Council were opposed to his meeting Henry or, at most,
would only consent to a meeting at Newcastle. It may be that this was a self-serving
argument which allowed James to escape from arrangements which he wished to
evade. But it is not the frequency with which this is claimed that makes it true: it is the
seniority of the people who offered this humiliating explanation as a justification
for reverses in policy. Queen Margaret cited it as the reason for the withdrawal of
the agreement for the Kings to meet in 1536.'^' We might disbelieve it when the
embarrassed ambassadors who came to London in the winter of 1541-42 offered it
as a reason for James's failure to appear at York. But we must believe it when the
ambassadors at York in September 1542, surrounded as they were by military preparations, said that whilst James was willing to meet Henry, some of his Council
were 'sore against the meeting'.''"' This view was confirmed by spies and accepted by
Norfolk and others writing on 3 November.''" And the servant of one of the English
men captured at Haddon Rig reported the view of the Bishop of Glasgow that the
King and the bishops would agree to anything reasonable to have peace if it were
not for the Cardinal and some of the bishops.'''^ There is additional confirmation of
a sort in Sir David Lindsay's Tragedy of Cardinal Beaton, written within five years of
the events it describes:
" ' They could not know that in January 1542, at Wharton's suggestion, Henry had seriously considered raiding
into Scotland, kidnapping James and bringing him into England. LP, xvii, no. 219 (pr. St. P., v, 203-05).
I" Above p. 243.
'"" LP, XVII, nos 807 (pr. Hamilton Papers, i, 205-10), 906 (pr. Hamilton Papers, I, 249-52).
"" LP, XVII, nos 824, 1025.
'« LP,x\i\,no. 1100(4).
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Sone efter that, Harye, of Inglonde Kyng,
Off our soverane desyrit ane commonyng.
Off that metyng our Kyng wos weill content,
So that in zorck [York] was sett boith tyme and place:
Bot our Prelatis nor I [Beaton] wald neuer consent
that he sulde se Kyng Harye in the face:
Bot we wer weill content: quhowbeit his grace
Had salit the sey, to speil with ony vther.
Except the Kyng, quhilk was his mother brother.'''-'

Elements of this are demonstrably incorrect, but the refusal of the clerics to allow
James to meet Henry is probably correct. We must assume that James V cynically
offered Henry a meeting in 1541 which he knew his Council would never sanction.
Dr Cameron has warned us against seeing James V as dominated by clerics: James
was quite capable of displaying his Catholic loyalties for advantage when it suited
him. Equally, he cautioned against seeing James V's reign through the eyes of
men who had espoused Reformation.'""^ But do we not have here an explanation for
some of the inconsistency that Henry VIII complained about in his nephew, who
knowingly offered more than his Council would back in the expectation he would
renege then on promises made?
VI
Perhaps we can now see the progress of 1541 in its true perspective. The projected
itinerary gave the progress a much wider geographical range than in the event it had.
It came to be more about the North and Scotland than was initially envisaged. Within
the North it was a necessary resolution of old business undertaken as part of the
preparations for a war over the Scots' refusal to extradite the religious refugees
they harboured. It allowed the King to rally his gentry, some of whom may have been
sympathetic to the plot discovered in the early spring. It panicked the Scots into
offering Henry VIII the conference at York which had been an objective of Enghsh
policy over the previous seven or so years. This was a cynical manoeuvre to buy time
but which rebounded badly on them when James never appeared. Like the contrived
disturbances on the Border overseen by Wharton, the progress was a means by which
pressure was applied to the King's nephew: it is not wholly impossible that the
English, all along, thought that there was a chance that James would ride to York and
conduct personal diplomacy with Henry. As Henry moved towards war in 1542 it was
the Scots who sought a face-to-face conference as the means to resolve differences
with the English. And so it turns out that Henry came not to see the glories of
Yorkshire — although some of them were shown him by Bishop Tunstall — but to
rally his forces for war.'"*^ Tourism was not yet the sport of kings.
''" The Works of Sir David Lindsay, ed. D. Hamer, 4 vols, Scottish Text Society, 3rd series, i, ii, vi, and viii
(1930-34), I, 133. Beaton was murdered on 30 May 1546. Hamer suggests that the poem was published in March
1547 (p. 152).
'•" Cameron, James V, pp. 289-91.
'•*' Tunstall took Henry VIII on to Scausby Lees above Doncaster 'to show His Majesty one of the greatest and
richest valleys that ever he found in his travels through Europe'. Hoyle, Pilgrimage of Grace, p. 30.
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The King's projected and actual itinerary in 1541
Projected
30 June
lJuly
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
1 August
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
16
17

Actual
Enfield

Enfield

St Albans
Dunstable

St Albans
Dunstable

Ampthill

Ampthill

Grafton

Grafton

Northampton

Northampton

Pipewell
Pipewell

Loddington

Loddington

Collyweston

Collyweston

Grimsthorpe

Grimsthorpe

Sleaford
Lincoln

Sleaford
Lincoln
Gainsborough

Gainshorough

Scrooby
Hatfield

Scrooby
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Continued
Projected
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
1 September
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
1 October
2
3
4
5

Actual
Hatfield

Pontefract
Cawood

Pontefract

York

Cawood
Pontefract
Hatfield
Cawood
Scrooby
Welbeck

Wressle
Leconfield

Newstead
Nottingham

Hull
Leconfield
Wressle

Leicester
York

Nuneaton
Coventry
Kenilworth
Holme
Leconfield
Warwick
Hull

Thornton
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Continued
Projected
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Actual

Banbury
Woodstock

Abingdon
Ewelme
Reading

Kettleby
Bishops Norton
South Carlton
Nocton
Sleaford
Grimsthorpe
Collyweston

Windsor
Fotheringay
Higham Ferrers
Willington
Ampthill
St Albans
Hampton Court

Source: 'gest'. College of Arms, London, muniment room, 2/6/44 (through the kindness of Dr
Yorke); actual itinerary is taken from the location at which the Privy Council met, see Proceedings
and Ordinances of the Privy Council of England, VII, passim. This may vary in detail from the
King's whereabouts.

